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Abstract-Using electronic devices is not limited to adult or to specific time or place. Children use difficult types of mobile device 

with no constraints. Guardian concern about the effect of the technical explosion on theirchildren development. Controlling , 

monitoring and managing approaches are in need to help in overcoming some of the worries. This gives insight in approaches 

to monitor and control children electronic devices thatallow guardian to manage and monitoring data, applications, or services 

available in kids mobile devices. The main challengeis to balance privacy and flexibility with the case of use. The project also 

includes the implementation of an androidapp called parent monitor app. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
On the digital century where technology reaches kids 

hands, guardians may worry about the effect of this very 

open world on their kids’ development. They may worry 

about the detrimental effect of this technology on their 

educational, emotional and social developments . 

 

To help overcome some of these worries, guardians may 

need to have some controlling technology to check and 

track their children usage for the personal devices. As 

tablet devices are one of the most used technologies by 

children on our society, guardians will need to have some 
automated technologies to observe and supervise the time 

and quality of their children’s usage for these tablets. 

 

Monitoring and controlling methodologies and approaches 

have been developed as the technologies are started or 

developed. As human being, there are some concerns 

when using emerging technology. These concerns push 

developers to innovate ways to test, control, and manage 

new technologies. One of the most known approaches is 

based on the use of distributed architecture for the 

monitoring and controlling connected devices . 

 
This distributed design allows for central controlling 

component over the connected devices either using client 

server approach, or mobile data management approach 

which will be the focus on this survey to monitor mobile 

devices. This survey is the base to help building up the 

proposed project, which will research the different 

methods available for technology usage surveillance.  

 

The project will focus more on the parental control over 

children’s tablet devices. Furthermore, the project will 

develop a controlling application for parental useon 

children’s tablet 6 devices. The proposed application may 

help guardians to not only control, but also evaluate the 

way their children handle and utilize the technologies 

available at their tablet devices. 

 

This survey is the base part of the project that includes the 

background for researching and developing the proposed 
application. The structure for this survey includes the 

background, the research challenges, applications, and 

overview of related work. The background reviews the 

security and network methodologies related to the main 

focus, and explains the main terminologies used in the 

related work.  

 

Then the survey includes the main difficulties that would 

face researchers on this area. Despite these challenges, 

there are vital applications for the monitoring and 

controlling concepts for education and work environment, 
which will be covered under the application part of this 

survey. Then the survey includes deeper insight on some 

experiments, studies, and methods related to monitoring 

and controlling mobile devices. 

 

 

 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

In this application we are simply used the website for 

accessing the student data. 

 

Firstly, we are installing the parent monitoring app in the 

children mobile phone and then this app will be 

automatically hide due to its characteristics of auto hiding. 

after that this app will hack all the children data due to the 

allowing permissions. At last, parent visit our website and 

login and now they will be able to accessing the student 
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data like there contact, messages, email, file manager, and 
location also and many more things. 

 

1. Data Flow Diagram: 

The DFD as a technique used to represent graphically data 

flow through the system, and interactions between the 

system and databases. 

 

 
Fig 1. Data flow Diagram 

 

2. Entity Relationship Diagram: 

The Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) as a snapshot of 

arranging information used, moved and stored by the 

system. For the proposed application, the Parent monitor 

app application, the ERD in Figure shows the relation 

between entities. 

 

 
Fig 2. Entity relationship Diagram. 

 

The Parents entity has attributes Name, ID, Password and 

Email, and it is connected to the Applications entity by the 

relationship Usage Timer. The Relation Usage Timer has 

two attributes Start Time and End Time, and has one-to-

many cardinality (1:M). The other relationship is Locked 
Apps and it has one-to-many cardinality (1:M) also. The 

App Usage entity has many attributes including app name, 

Duration and last Time Used. 

 

III. MODULES 
 

Parent is provided with tracking and controlling following 
features of child’s mobile. 

 

1. Location: 

This module helps you to keep a track of child’s 

movements around the city and be rest assured that your 

beloved tot is safe and sound. It includes a force GPS 

command that enables GPS on child’s device if it is 

disabled by the child. Parent can thus know if the child is 

hanging out in the bad side of the town. 

 

 
Fig 3. Location 

 

2. Messages and Call Logs: 

This module helps you to keep in touch with your child’s 

everyday social interaction. It assures you that your child 
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is not messing around with the wrong crowd. It keeps 
record of each incoming and outgoing calls. 

 

 

 
Fig 4.Message & Call logs 

 

3. Application Usage: 

This module allows parent to track usage of all application 

in child’s device including the frequently usedapplication 

and duration the application was used. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 5.What's up notification 
 

IV. USES 
 

 It Track the call and messages. 

 It track the social media activities. Recording, photos 

and many more. 

 It track Mobile application installing activity and much 
more. 

 Private & government sector can be able to used this 

software. 

 It is also we can use it for catching a criminal. 

 Parental control apps can help you control in a wide 

variety of ways. 

 A mobile parental control app should at the very least be 

able to keep track of a child’s current location. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

This project demonstrated a discussion on developing 

systems and approaches to control, manage, and monitor 

the use of different electronic devices. The project 

discussed some of research efforts related to monitoring 

mobile devices and some of the developed techniques.  

 

Accordingly, the project concluded some of the main 

research challenges when researching this area including 

the difficulty on maintain privacy and providing normal 
and clear data while using mobile devices. Furthermore, 

the project included the implantation of the monitoring 

system called Parent monitor app application, which will 

help guardians to control and evaluate their kids use of 

mobile devices. The analysis, design, and implementation 

for the proposed system, Parent monitor app, are included. 
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